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Abstract. When social robots communicate moral norms, such as when
rejecting inappropriate commands, humans expect them to do so with
appropriate tact. Humans use a variety of strategies to carefully tune
their harshness, including variations in phrasing and body language. In
this work, we experimentally investigate how robots may similarly use
variations in body language to complement changes in the phrasing of
moral language.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Robots are being increasingly used in more morally sensitive contexts such as
healthcare, elder care, and military domains [35, 37, 2]. Because robots are per-
ceived as moral and social agents, they are expected to adhere to the same moral
norms that humans do. When robots fail to do so, negative attributions such as
blame are often attached to the interaction [23]. Accordingly, researchers have
argued that robots designed for morally sensitive contexts must be provided with
moral competence [27], to ensure moral behavior and avoid negative attributions.

Moral competence both making and communicating about moral decisions: a
robot asked to perform an immoral action must decide both to refuse the request
and to reject it verbally, to maintain the health of the human moral ecosystem
[18]. To mitigate face threat presented by command rejection, humans employ
politeness strategies [8], tuning their harshness and directness to communicate
with appropriate tact. These strategies can also be used in Human-Robot In-
teraction (HRI). Leveraging a robot’s capability for politeness theoretic social
action [20] to tune the harshness of a robot’s command rejection to be propor-
tional to violation size has been shown to improve perceptions of that robot [31].

HRI researchers have long understood, however, that natural communication
requires both verbal and non-verbal interaction. Body language, such as gaze and
gesture, are of particular importance [32, 28], as robots that use body language
can uniquely convey internal states, intents, and beliefs [13]. Accordingly, in this
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work we explore the role of nonverbal behavioral strategies in moral communi-
cation, investigating how the nonverbal cues used by robots might temper – or
reinforce – the severity communicated through phrasing alone.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Tact and Persuasion

Robots hold significant persuasive power over humans [16, 29] in a variety of ways
[30, 40, 44, 12], perhaps due to their perception as social and moral agents [19,
20]. Recently, researchers have begun to explore robots’ use of persuasion to exert
positive moral influence, especially in the context of command rejections [45, 18,
24]. For robots to deliver structured and well-conceived command rejections, they
must employ human-like politeness strategies to ensure appropriate tact [31, 21].
Brown and Levinson’s Politeness Theory provides a useful theoretical framework
for achieving tactful interaction [8], and has been positioned as the key concept
for grounding notions of robotic social action and social agency [20]. Central
to Politeness Theory are the concepts of face and face threat. Face consists of
Positive Face (an agent’s self-image and desires, and the desire for these to be
appreciated and approved of by others), and Negative Face (an agent’s claim
to freedom of action and freedom from imposition). Any action that results in
or suggests damage to either type of face is a face-threatening act. The face
threat generated by refusing a command can be mitigated through politeness
strategies [26] such as indirectness [36]. Such strategies have been studied in the
HRI community for some time [38], with special attention paid to indirect speech
acts [42, 6, 43, 41, 33]. In this work we seek to understand how nonverbal cues can
also be used to subtly influence, through interaction with linguistic choices, the
tact of command rejections.

2.2 Nonverbal Communication

Both gaze and gesture have a long history of use in the HRI community to mod-
ulate robotic communication [9]. Huang and Mutlu, for example, demonstrated
that different gaze cues could be used to influence participants’ attention to de-
tail and recall [17]; others have studied the use of deictic gaze, in which a robot
shifts its apparent gaze towards to manipulate user attention [11, 1]. Similarly,
HRI researchers have studied robot gestures [15], including beat [5], iconic [4],
metaphoric [17], and deictic gestures [7, 34, 1]. Moreover, researchers have stud-
ied the influence of these nonverbal cues on robots’ perceived politeness [25, 39],
suggesting that nonverbal cues impact robots’ perceived tactfulness.

We are interested in how nonverbal cues might increase the persuasive ca-
pabilities of social robots by modulating face threat. Some research has shown
that nonverbal cues enhance robots’ persuasive power, perhaps even moreso
than verbal cues [10]. But in some contexts, robot persuasion is only improved
through gazing behavior (with or without gesture), and may be negatively im-
pacted through gestures alone. It is thus unclear whether gaze or gesture will be
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effective in modulating the persuasion and tactfulness of command rejections. In
this work we explore how robots’ blame-laden moral rebukes are perceived when
accompanied by nonverbal behaviors that are aligned or misaligned in harshness
with the content of robot language, investigating two key hypotheses.

H1: When the harshness of robots’ nonverbal and verbal behaviors are
aligned, the valence of the moral beliefs communicated by the robot will be in-
tensified rather than maintained, and that when these behaviors are misaligned,
the valence of those communicated beliefs will be attenuated.

H2: When the harshness of robots’ verbal and nonverbal behaviors are
aligned, they will be perceived more positively than when they are misaligned.

3 METHODS

To test these hypotheses, we conducted an IRB-approved experiment using the
psiTurk framework on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk.

Fig. 1: Experimental context and confederate shown in video stimuli.

3.1 Experimental Design

Our experiment used a (2× 2 between) × (2× 2 within) mixed-factorial design
in which participants watched videos of a robot responding to a norm-violating
action suggested by an (unseen) actor, with participants’ perspective matching
that of the norm-violating actor.

Each participant was randomly assigned to a command condition (the hu-
man gave a high- or low-severity command) and a response condition (the robot
responded verbally using a high- or low-face-threat response). Each participant
was shown four videos within their assigned combination of conditions. In each
video, one of two gaze behaviors (direct or indirect) and two gestural behaviors
(direct or indirect) were used, with within-subject conditions counterbalanced
using a Latin Square design. This design enabled participants to compare non-
verbal behaviors, and enhanced safety [14].
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3.2 Experimental Context, Procedure, and Measures

After providing consent and demographics, participants watched an introductory
video showing a NAO explaining how to play “Battleship”1. Next, participants
completed a pre-test questionnaire gathering baseline measures of intelligence
and likeability using Godspeed surveys [3]. Participants then watched the four
videos, after each of which they completed a post-test questionnaire.

In each video, the players (one visible, one ostensibly behind the camera)
start playing the game, after which the visible player leaves the room to take
a call. The remaining player offers one of two commands: “Hey NAO, do you
think you can add a couple red pegs to some of [opponent’s] ships?” (low severity
violation) or “Hey NAO, is that [opponent’s] wallet on the table? Can you look
inside and see if there is any money in it?” (high severity violation). The robot
then responds with “Are you sure you should be asking me to do that?” (low
face threat response) or “You shouldn’t ask me to do that, it’s wrong!” (high face
threat response). Depending on within-subjects condition, this verbal behavior
was accompanied by a direct or indirect gaze behavior (the robot either looking
directly at the camera or looking away) and by a direct or indirect gestural
behavior (the robot placing its hand on its hips or shrugging).

After watching each video, participants completed a post-test questionnaire
comprising the same measures used in pre-test, as well as 7-point Likert items
measuring the perceived appropriateness of the robot’s communication, percep-
tions of the robot’s beliefs about the permissibility and wrongness of the request,
and how permissible and wrong the participant believed the request to be.

After completing all videos and surveys, participants completed three final
free-response questions to assess whether gaze and gesture manipulations were
perceived as intended, and to assess participants’ overall feelings toward the
experiment. Finally, participants completed an anti-bot attention check.

3.3 Participants

200 US participants were recruited. Of these participants, 92 were discarded
due to either failing the attention check (7), or due to providing free-response
responses indicating they either were bots or did not attend to the video (85).
This left 108 participants (75 male, 32 female, 1 nonbinary or preferred not to
disclose; ages 22 to 70 (M=38.33, SD=10.78). All participants were paid $2.00.

4 RESULTS

Data was analyzed using Bayesian Repeated-Measure Analyses of Variance with
uninformed priors, in JASP [22]. Bayes Inclusion Factors (BFIncl) were then
calculated to assess the relative probabilities of inclusion for each independent
variable across models. Interactions that could not be ruled out were analyzed
with post-hoc t-tests. Before analysis, scores within each scale were averaged,

1 This and all other experimental stimuli were captioned.
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translated to a 1-100 scale for ease of comparison, and used to calculate pre-
test/post-test gain scores.

Robot Likeability — Extreme evidence was found for an effect of gesture type
on robot likability (BFIncl = 1.13e11, Fig. 2a); participants found robots that
used the indirect gesture (shrugging) more likable relative to baseline (MGain =
0.21, SDGain = 15.47) than robots that used the direct gesture (hands-on-hips,
MGain = −8.28, SDGain = 18.92). Moderate evidence was found for an effect of
human command on robot likability (BF = 7.92, Fig. 2b); the robot was more
likable relative to baseline when responding to the more norm-violating request
(theft,MGain = −0.61, SDGain = 15.16) than when responding to the less norm-
violating request (cheating, MGain = −7.87, SDGain = 19.64). Finally, moderate
evidence was found for an effect of robot response on robot likability (BF = 9.82,
Fig. 2c); the robot was more likable relative to baseline when responding with
more threatening language (MGain = −0.53, SDGain = 15.66) than when re-
sponding with less threatening language (MGain = −7.96, SDGain = 19.16).

Robot Intelligence — No effect was found on robots’ perceived intelligence.

Appropriateness — Strong evidence was found for an effect of gesture type on
robot appropriateness (BF = 99.66, Fig. 2d); participants found robots that
used indirect gestures (shrugging) to be more appropriate (M = 88.199, SD =
19.126) than those that used direct gestures (hands-on-hips, M = 83.444, SD =
22.512). Strong evidence was also found for an interaction between human com-
mand and robot response on appropriateness (BF = 13.77, Fig. 2e); the robot
was viewed as more appropriate in all cases (steal × question, M = 89.93, SD =
14.32), (steal × rebuke, M = 88.65, SD = 23.13), (cheat × rebuke, M =
90.18, SD = 14.25), except when responding to the less norm-violating request
with the less threatening response (cheat × question, M = 71.96, SD = 25.80).

Human Permissibility — Moderate evidence was found for an interaction be-
tween gaze type and human command (BF = 7.025, Fig. 2f); when robots used
direct gaze in response to the less norm-violating request, participants perceived
the request as more permissible (toward × cheat M = 19.91, SD = 27.13)
than otherwise (away × cheat M = 15.95, SD = 20.76), (toward × steal M =
13.35, SD = 21.42), (away × steal M = 14.45, SD = 23.02).

Robot Permissibility — Moderate evidence was found for an effect of gesture type
(BF = 8.96, Fig. 2g); when robots that used indirect gestures (shrugging), peo-
ple more strongly perceived the robot as believing the request was permissible
(M = 24.66, SD = 25.52) than when robots used direct gestures (hands-on-hips,
M = 21.79, SD = 25.25). Similarly, moderate evidence was found for an effect of
verbal communication strategy on perceptions of robot’s beliefs regarding moral
permissibility (BF = 3.22, Fig. 2h). Robots that responded with a more threat-
ening vocal response were perceived as less strongly believing that the action
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(a) Likeability: Ge (b) Likeability: C (c) Likeability: R

(d) Approp.: Ge (e) Approp.: C × R (f) Perm(H): Ga × C

(g) Perm(R).: Ge (h) Perm(R): R (i) Wrong(R): Ge

(j) Perm(R): Ge × R (k) Wrong(R): Ge × R

Fig. 2: Results. Wrong/Perm(R/H) = Wrongness/ Permissibility
(Robot/Human), Ge=Gesture, Ga=Gaze, C=Command, R=Response
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was permissible (rebuke, M = 18.31, SD = 25.91), than robots that gave a less
threatening response (question, M = 28.72, SD = 23.69).

Human Wrongness — Strong evidence was found for an effect of verbal strategy
on human beliefs about moral wrongness (BF = 19.66). Robots that responded
with a more threatening vocal responses led participants to believe that the ac-
tion was less wrong (rebuke, M = 11.91, SD = 21.80) than robots that gave a
less threatening response (question, M = 17.65, SD = 21.96).

Robot Wrongness — Moderate evidence was found for an effect of gesture type
on perceptions of the robos’ moral beliefs (BF = 4.42, Fig. 2i); participants
perceived robots that used the indirect gesture (shrugging) as believing the ac-
tion was more wrong (M = 24.73, SD = 24.83) than robots that used the direct
gesture (hands-on-hips, M = 22.26, SD = 25.45).

5 DISCUSSION

Hypothesis One — Our first hypothesis was that when robots’ verbal and non-
verbal behaviors are aligned, the valence of their communicated beliefs would
be intensified, and when they are misaligned, the valence would be attenuated.
We thus expected that robots using more threatening language with direct gaze
and/or gesture would more strongly communicate impermissibility and wrong-
ness (and more strongly influence humans’ views).

Our results did not support this hypothesis. While gestural cues manipulated
perceptions of permissibility and wrongness as intended, gaze cues had no such
effect; and surprisingly, while robots’ verbal utterances manipulated perceptions
of robots’ beliefs about permissibility as expected, the expected parallel effect
on perceptions of beliefs about wrongness was not supported. This suggests
observers did not make inferences about robots’ moral beliefs from their gaze
cues, and that more data is needed to understand how robots’ moral language
was viewed in this first-person viewing context. While gaze did have an effect on
humans’ own beliefs about action permissibility, direct gaze in response to low-
severity requests led to perceptions that actions were more acceptable. No other
effects of gaze and gesture were found on human beliefs. These results suggest
that either the experiment was underpowered, our cues were not perceived as
intended, or participants’ attention to moral language is not as nuanced when
there is not a clear violator who can be ascribed blame. Our results do indicate,
however, that gesture may be important for communicating robots’ moral beliefs.

Hypothesis Two — Our second hypothesis was that when robots’ verbal and
nonverbal behaviors are aligned in terms of communicated severity, they will be
perceived more positively than when those behaviors are misaligned. Based on
past research [31, 21], we expected robots using command and response pairings
misaligned in severity – or speech, gaze and gesture misaligned in severity – to
be perceived as less likeable, intelligent, and appropriate.
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Our results did not support this hypothesis. Gaze did not impact likability,
perceived intelligence, or appropriateness; Speech and gesture impacted likabil-
ity, but unlike previous work, no interactions were found even between command
and response; and in fact none of the robot’s behavior had any conclusive impact
on perceived intelligence. Gesture did have an effect, however, on appropriate-
ness, even more than spoken behavior. Combined with our results from Hy-
pothesis One, this suggests participants interpreted direct gestures as conveying
beliefs of lower permissibility – and found this to be inappropriate. Moreover,
people found the less face-threatening response to the low-severity action to be
much less appropriate than the other command-response pairs; again a signifi-
cant deviation from previous results.

These results, and their differences from what was observed in past work,
may be due to a difference in how the questioning response was perceived in the
first-person perspective. Unlike in previous work conducted from a third-person
perspective, in our experiment many participants reported viewing the less face-
threatening response of “are you sure you should be asking me to do that?” to be
“condescending” or “sassy”. It could be that from a first-person perspective this
question resulted in a disproportionate level of face threat for the less severely
norm violating command (cheating). Future work is needed to understand how
face threat is modulated by perspective. This explanation is borne out by the
explanation from many participants that their thought process for answering the
questionnaires was to imagine themselves in the situation, instead of the human
speaker. This could have resulted in even more severe feelings of dislike if the
robot appeared condescending or arrogant when delivering command rejections.

6 Conclusion

We experimentally studied the effects of robotic gaze and gesture on face threat
in robotic noncompliance. Previous work using third-person observations sug-
gested that robots responding with proportional severity should have been per-
ceived more positively and that verbal and nonverbal cues would interact to
inform the robot’s performed moral beliefs, and their effects on others. However,
our primary findings were simply that gaze and gesture influence perceptions of
likability and appropriateness, and that robots’ gestural behaviors can be used to
communicate moral beliefs; which in turn demonstrates that a first-person fram-
ing substantially alters the dynamics of face threat imposition, changing what is
perceived as appropriate and what is inferred from comunication. Future work is
needed to understand the precise role that first- vs third-person portrayal may
play on face threat and blame dynamics. This will be critical both for contextu-
alizing the results of interactional and observational HRI experiments, and for
better understanding human perception and ascription of face threat and blame.
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